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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the unique modeling
and analysis considerations used to assess the
seismic adequacy of the fuel and target
assemblies in a production reactor at Savannah
River Site. This confirmatory analysis was
necessary to provide assurance that the
reactor can operate safely during a seismic
event and be brought to a safe' shutdown
condition. The plant which was originally
designed in the 1950's required to be assessed
to more current seismic criteria.

The design of the reactor internals and
the magnitude of the structural responses
enabled the use of a linear elastic dynamic
analysis. A seismic analysis was performed
using a finite element model consisting of the
fuel and target assemblies, reactor tank, and
a portion of the concrete structure supporting
the reactor tank. The effects of submergence
of the fuel and target assemblies in the water
contained within the reactor tank can have a
significant effect on their seismic response.
Thus, the model included hydrodynamic fluid
coupling effects between the assemblies and
the reactor tank. Fluid coupling mass terms
were based on formulations for solid bodies
immersed in incompressible and frictionless
fluids. The potential effects of gap
conditions were also assessed in this
evaluation.

INTRODUCTION

As part of the ongoing effort to assure
the seismic adequacy of the production
reactors at the Savannah River Plant (SRP),
dynamic analyses of the reactor internal
components to more current seismic criteria
are being performed. A confirmatory analysis
for the "Mark 22" fuel and target assemblies

was performed to demonstrate their structural
integrity during and after the design basis
earthquake (also known as the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake - SSE) .

Due to the design configuration of the
reactor and its internals, the horizontal and
vertical directions could be decoupled and
analyzed separately. For the fuel and target
assemblies the horizontal direction was
determined to be the more critical direction
in terms of stresses and deflections. The
horizontal direction was also lore complex
since it required the inclusion of
hydrodynamic fluid coupling to obtain a
realistic dynamic response under seismic
loads.

Numerous analysis methods have been
developed to represent the effects of liquids
on submerged structures. One method that has
been used often to analyze reactor internal
components and fuel racks is based on the
solution for the case of two rigid concentric
cylinders separated by a liquid annulus.
Closed form solutions have been developed for
this case and have been compared to
experimental results. These comparisons were
shown to be quite reasonable.

The seismic dynamic analysis described in
this paper applied the solution of the two
rigid cylinders to account for the effects of
fluid coupling. However, the hydrodynamic
mass terms were modified to address the
effects of the multiple fuel and target
assemblies. The methodology considers the
vibration of an array of circular rods
immersed in an infinite pool of water.

The response of the fuel and target
assemblies to a SSE earthquake was determined.
The effect of fluid coupling was a very
significant factor in mitigating the response



of the assemblies. ; j a result, the
calculated stresses and deformations were
small. This demonstrated that the fuel and
target assemblies, housed in a production
reactor designed almost 40 years ago, are
seismically qualified using current seismic
criteria.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

A finite element model was developed to
evaluate the seismic response of the fuel and
target assemblies in the horizontal direction.
This node! (hereinafter referred to as the
horizontal finite element aodel) is shown on
Figure 1. A vertical seisaic analysis was
performed separately using the equivalent
static load method of analysis. A total of
three separate horizontal stick models joined
at the base and top were used in developing
the horizontal finite element model: one for
the concrete structure supporting the reactor
tank, one for the reactor tank, and one for
the fuel and target assemblies. A. schematic
representation of the reactor cross section is
shown on Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic Representation
of Reactor
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Figure 1. Horizontal Finite Element
Model

The beam properties for the concrete
supporting structure and reactor tank shell
were calculated based on the actual cross
sections of the structures. The Mark 22
assemblies however, are comprised of five
individual tube regions (Figure 3). A single
fuel and target assembly consists of an inner
and outer fuel tube region, an inner and outer
target tube region, and one outer sleeve
housing. These tube regions are not
integrally connected and thus may slide within
one another if subjected to bending loads.
Each of these tube regions consist of the fuel

or target core material bonded by an inner and
outer aluminum cladding. Based on this
configuration it was determined that the bean
properties (e.g. moment of inertia, area,
etc.) for the fuel and target assemblies
should be conservatively based on the
summation of the properties for each of the
nine individual aluminum tubes, neglecting the
contribution of the core material.
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Figure 3. Fuel and Target Assembly



Material properties {e.g. modulus of
elasticity and Poisson'c ratio) for the fuel
and target assembly were based on average
values for aluminum. The value used for the
modulus corresponds to aluminum in the
unirradiated state. This is considered to be
conservative since irradiated aluminum would
generally have a higher modulus of elasticity.
Using the lower modulus would give a lower
stiffness resulting in a lower frequency and
in this case, this results in higher
accelerations. Thus, using a lower bound for
the modulus results in higher stresses and
displacements thereby making this analysis
conservative.

Material damping of 4% was utilized for
all beam elements. This value is in agreement
with USNRC recommendations for welded steel
structures under the SSE event. The use of
this value introduces additional conservatism
in this analysis since some of the structures
in this model would have higher damping. The
reinforced concrete portion would exhibit
higher damping values than 4%, as would the
fuel and target assemblies due to fractional
sliding between the tubes within each
assembly.

A very important modelling consideration
for the fuel and target assemblies is the
calculation of the hydrodynamic fluid coupling
between the assemblies and the reactor tank.
The dynamic model incorporated fluid coupling
by calculating the hydrodynamic mass terms for
the configuration that simulates the reactor
tank shell and fuel and target assemblies.

The case of two long concentric cylinders
separated by a liquid annulus (Figure 4) was
utilized. Based on the paper by R. J. Fritz
(Reference 1), the fluid forces were derived
and expressed as:

FT = -

Where;

F*, FT

m,, mT

HH)xA - (M,

+ MH)xA + (mT+ M2 + MB)x,

Applied forces on the
assemblies (inner cylinder)
and reactor tank (outer
cylinder), respectively.

Mass of assemblies and reactor
tank, respectively.

M. = *a"Lo = Mass of fluid displaced by the
assemblies.

H2 = irb̂ Ld = Mass of fluid that could fill
the reactor tank boundary in
the absence of the assemblies.

Figure 4. Two Cylindrical Bodies With
Fluid Coupling

p = Density of the fluid.

L = Length of the cylinders/annulus.

The terms xA and xT correspond to the
absolute accelerations of mass raA and mT,
respectively. Each equation indicates that
the effect of the fluid is to add a quantity
of mass to the body, and an external force
which is proportional to the acceleration of
the adjacent body. This causes the
acceleration of one body to affect the force
on the adjacent body. The force is inversely
proportional to the gap between the two
bodies. Thus, for small gaps this force can
reach very large values. It should be noted
that fluid coupling is based on fluid inertial
effects and does not constitute damping.
Fluid damping was conservatively neglected in
the model.

The above equations were derived based on
two assumptions. The length L of the
cylinders and annulus is much greater than the
radius b of the outer cylinder and the motions
of the two cylinders are small in comparison
to the annulus gap. Although the length of
the assemblies for the production reactor are
not much greater than the radius b (about 2 to
1 ratio), the equations are still valid. This
occurs because the assemblies span the full
length between the reactor top and bottom
shields. Thus, fluid motion will be
maintained in a horizontal plane during the
horizontal excitation of the two cylinders.
The second assumption is satisfied by
examining the magnitude of the assembly
response and comparing it to the annulus gap.



In order to represent the hydrodynamic
effects of the numerous fuel and target
assemblies more realistically than just a
single inner cylinder, the methodology
reported by R.G. Dong in Reference 2 was
utilized. The methodology considers the
vibration of an array of circular rods
immersed in an infinite pool of water. The
added sass coefficient is a function of the
gap between the rods, the radius of the rods,
and the water displaced by ths rods. The use
of this methodology considers the fluic flow
through the rods" and thus more closely
represents the independent fuel and target
assemblies. The added mass coefficients, as
a function of gap to radius ratio G,/R, are
plotted on Figure 5. Also plotted are
experimental comparisons with theory for four
cases of varying gap sizes between the rods.
These test results compare well with the
theoretical solutions.

Since the fuel and target arrangements
are uniformly spaced inside the reactor tank,
the curve corresponding to Gr = Gx was used to
select the appropriate added nass coefficient
a11. The hydrodynamic mass term M5 is then
defined as M5 = a.,K,_. For this particular
reactor, the coefficient a,, was equal to 1.10.
For comparison, the corresponding coefficient
(b2 + a")/(b" - a2) for the case of two solid
cylinders (discussed earlier based on
Reference 1) would result in a value of 37.3
which is much larger. Thus, the flow through
the multiple fuel assemblies greatly reduces
the hydrodynanic mass and must be considered.

Another modeling consideration is the
beam connectivity at the top and bottom of the
fuel and target assembly. Based on reactor
drawings, the bottom of the fuel and target
assembly can be realistically represented as
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Figure 5. Added Mass Coefficients for
a Nine-Sod Array

a lateral restraint (free to rotate) . At the
top of the assembly, there are guide tubes in
the inlet plenum and the top shield. Due to
small clearances (.005 inches) between the
guide tubes and the assembly sleeve housing in
the region of the inlet plenum, partial
rotational restraint would develop. Thus, a
rotational spring and lateral support were
introduced at the top of the fuel and target
assembly at node no. 792 (Figure 1). Larger
clearances (.0685 inches) exist between the
guide tubes and the assembly sleeve housing in
the region of the top shield. This gap and
potential restraint was not modelled since the
resulting deflections of the fuel and target
assemblies at this location did not exceed the
gap size. However, under higher seismic loads
than the SSE event defined later, this gap
condition would have to be modelled and a
nonlinear analysis would be required.

DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSIS

The direct integration time history
analysis method was used to analyze the finite
element model shown on Figure 1. The seismic
floor response spectra used to generate the
artificial time histories for this analysis
were obtained from a building soil structure
interaction (SSI) seismic analysis performed
previously by others. The building SSI
analysis was based on a building model which
included a more simplified representation of
the reactor and its internals.

Both North-South (N-S) and East-West (E-
W) artificial time histories at the support
points to the model were developed. Four sets
of N-S and E-w time histories were developed
in accordance with the requirements of the
USNRC NUREG-0800 (Reference 3). The use of
four time histories is required because a
single artificially generated time history may
not possess sufficient energy content
throughout the frequency range of interest.
Figure 6 shows the calculated spectrum for one
of the four sets of motions and compares it to
the design floor response spectrum.

ANSYS, Rev. 4.4 computer program
(Reference 4), was utilized to perform a
linear transient dynamic analysis. Using the
N-S and E-W horizontal time histories input
simultaneously, displacements, member forces,
stresses, and reaction forces were calculated.
A direct integration time history analysis was
performed four times for the four sets of
artificial time histories.

Prior to the time history analyses
though, frequencies and mode shapes were
calculated to gain an understanding of the
dynamic characteristics of the model. This
information was used in several ways. First,
because a direct integration transient
analysis was performed, damping was introduced
as Q and p coefficients which are used to
multiply the mass and stiffness matrix
respectively. Each coefficient is
proportional to frequency and thus, a damping
value of 4% was matched at a low frequency of



4.5 Hz (mode 1) and at 70.6 Hz (mode 14).
The upper limit of 70.6 Hz was selected
because the results of the modal analysis
showed that high frequencies up to 70.6 Hz
still participate and contricute to the
response of the reactor tank. For frequencies
between these two extreme values, the damping
values would be conservatively less than 4%.
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Figure 6. Response Spectrum Comparison
(N-S, DBE, 3% Damping)

The second reason for performing the
modal analysis is to determine the highest
frequency of interest for selection of the
time step to be used in the direct integration
time history analysis. Initially AT of 0.0025
seconds was utilized and compared to the
responses from another time history analysis
using AT = 0.00125 seconds. The use of a AT of
1/2 the previous AT did not change the
response by more than 10% and thus, the use of
0.0025 seconds would be acceptable. However,
to capture all modes up to 70.6 Hz the smaller
time step of 0.00125 seconds was utilized.
Using a recommended fraction of 1/10 the
shortest period of interest (1/70.6 = .0142
seconds), the resulting AT should be 0.00142
seconds. Thus, the use of 0.00125 seconds
which is slightly smaller, is a sufficiently
small time step for the direct integration
analysis.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

From the modal analysis, the fundamental
natural frequency is 4.57 Hz which corresponds
to excitation of the fuel and target assembly
in its first beam bending mode. This appears
twice, once in the UV direction and once in
the UX direction as expected because the
appropriate properties (stiffness and mass)
are axisymmetric.

The maximum stress for the horizontal
seismic loads (N-S and E-W) is 1.4 ksi in the
longitudinal (vertical) direction at the
outside edge of the sleeve housing at the top
(node no 792). The maximum shear stress at
any fuel and target assembly location was
calculated to be 0.05 ksi also at the top of
the assembly (node no 792). The maximum
longitudinal stress due to vertical seismic
loads was calculated separately by hand
calculations to be 0.3 ksi. Combining this
stress with the maximum stress due to
horizontal seismic loads (by the square root
of the sum of the square method) raises the
maximum seismic stress to 1.43 ksi. It should
be noted that all of the responses presented
in this evaluation are the maximum values in
time and envelop the responses from the four
time history analyses. This is somewhat
conservative since the average of the
responses from the four time history analyses
could be used instead.

Considering deadweight effects, the
maximum stress intensity due to seismic plus
deadweight equals 1.6 ksi which also occurs at
the sleeve housing at the top of the assembly.
Maximum stress intensities at other locations
of the fuel and target assembly (i.e. target
cladding and fuel cladding) reduce as one
moves radially inward. These values are shown
on Table 1. Additional stresses due to normal
operating pressure are not expected to be
significant since the production reactor is
operated at near-atmospheric pressure and low
temperatures.

To evaluate the design adequacy of the
fuel and target assemblies, the limits of
Division 1 of the ASME Code Section III
(Reference 5) were utilized. At the time the
production reactor was constructed, there was
no nationally recognized code for design of
reactor internal structures. Although the
components were not constructed to the ASME
Code, the large factor of safety (discussed
later) is judged to adequately compensate for
this inconsistency.

To obtain the allowable stress limits.
Appendix F - Rules for Evaluation of Faulted
Conditions was utilized. Based on Appendix F
(1974) rules, the allowable stress limit was
selected as 1.2 times the yield strength, but
not to exceed 0.70 times the ultimate
strength, with both values taken at the
temperature limit. Table 1 presents these
stress limits and compares them against the
calculated stresses. From this table it is
evident that the calculated stress intensities
are much less than the stress limits at all
locations. The most critical location occurs
at the outside edge of the outer target
cladding with a maximum stress intensity of
1.5 ksi. This results in a factor of safety
of 3.7 when considering seismic plus
deadweight.

In addition to checking stresses which
demonstrate structural adequacy, seismic
displacements of the fuel and target assembly



have been reviewed to demonstrate operability.
The maximum displacement of the fuel and
target assembly was determined to be 0.14
inches horizontally at node no. 77. The
maximum displacement of 0.14 inches is the
resultant displacement due to N-S and E-W
combined. This displacement is much smaller
than the 1.-S4 inch space available which
represents one half of the clearance between
two adjacent fuel and target assemblies. This
precludes any impacts between fuel assemblies
even if out of phase motion is considered.
The maximum resultant displacement of the
assembly at the bottom of the top tube sheet
(node SO) is 0.034 inches. This displacement
is less than the 0.0685 inch gap at this
location thereby eliminating the need to model
a gap restraint at this node.

From the above results the response of
the assemblies in terms of stresses and
displacements is small. This may appear to be
surprising since the fundamental frequency of
the assemblies fall near the peak of the
design spectra. However, the effects due to
fluid coupling were found to be very
significant for this reactor. The fundamental
frequency for the reactor tank was calculated
to be 37.6 Hz making it dynamically rigid for
seismic loads. Thus, the response of the
assemblies was mitigated to a large extent by
the stiff reactor tank through fluid coupling.

Kaxiaua Cosbir.ed stress Summary
For Fuel and Target Assembly

Under Seisaic Plus Deadweight Loads

LOCATION
(SEE FIG. 3)

A

3

C

D

E

CONCLUSIONS

ELEM NO./
NODE NO.
(SEE FIG. 11

12/792

12/792

12/792

12/792

12/792

STRESS
INTENSITY
(XSI)

1 . 6

l . S

1 . 3

1 . 0

0.79

ALLOW.
LIMITS
(KSI)

13.3

5 . 4

5 . 0

5 . 0

S . 4

FACTOR
OF
SAFETY

3 . 4

3 . 7

3 . 9

4 . 9

6 . 8

A horizontal finite element model was
developed for the fuel and target assemblies,
reactor tank, and supporting structure at a
production reactor. The response of the
assemblies was calculated for the SSE event.
Resulting stresses and displacements were then
evaluated and shown to be relatively small.
This evaluation demonstrated the structural
adequacy of the fuel and target assemblies.
Since all of the fuel and target assemblies
remain in the elastic range, the assemblies
will return to their original position in the
core region which in turn should also ensure
their continued operability.

Thus, it has been demonstrated that the
fuel and target assemblies which are housed in
a production reactor that was originally
designed and constructed in the 1950's can
meet current seismic analysis criteria. To a
large extent this was achieved due to the
unique configuration and design of the reactor
and internals as discussed earlier. In
addition, the effects of submergence of the
assemblies had a very significant effect on
the response of the assemblies. The use of
the fluid coupling formulations by Fritz
(Reference 1) and modifications made for a
multiple array of rods as reported by Dong
(Reference 2) was crucial in realistically
representing the actual configuration existing
in the reactor.
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